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Regulatory Enactments


- Set of legal regulations prepared for introduction of Qualified Digital Signature of the same legal effect as handwritten signatures.
Introduction of Digital Signature in Latvia - Latest Events

- April 2005 - Report on Introduction of Digital Signature in Latvia for Cabinet of Ministers
- May 2005 - Cabinet of Ministers confirms Schedule for Introduction of Digital Signature
Who will introduce Digital Signature in Latvia?

**Government of Latvia Republic** – Facilitator of E-services introduction

**VAS „Latvijas Pasts”** – Leading Partner and Certified Service Provider

**SIA “Lattelekom”** – Technology Partner
Steps towards Start-Up of the Use of Digital Signature

- System Design – 1.5 months
- Procurement Procedure – 3 months
- Installation, Configuration and testing of the System – 3 months
- Audit of the System – 1 month
- Accreditation of the CSP – ½ month
- Start-up of the use of Digital Signature – March’06
How State Institutions are going to be prepared?

- Planning of Resources for Public Administration to introduce Digital Signature
- Modification of State Institutions’ Information Systems for accepting Digital Signature
- Introduction of Pilot Projects for E-services
Digital Signature Carrier

- Development of the Conception for Digital Signature Carrier and Introduction of Digital Signature
Question of the Day

- Agreement Project for Introduction of Digital Signature and Electronic Services
Questions and answers!